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2. Teacher's Comments
________________________________________________________

 00:00:00 This class is very small because it is an advanced math class. It is composed of 15
students, however, only 11 are shown.

 00:01:19 The problem of the day is usually already up when the students walk in the door. We
had a later start today because I wanted to let the students come in and get comfortable
with having the camera there. I was nervous and I'm sure they were, too. I wanted them
to have a minute to get adjusted.

 00:03:01 I know that this is a very long pause for me. I think that I could have probably
interacted with the students during this time. However, I am very reluctant to do this
when they need time for concentration. They need these few minutes to look at the task
at hand, reflect on the previous lesson, and put their thoughts on paper.

 00:07:14 We had talked about the activities the day before and discussed each table in a little
more detail. They were supposed to have tried to work on them for homework. We
could not have made it through the lesson doing each step of every table. I thought the
lesson would flow better if the students already had a feel for the content. 
Also, the students are very good at generalizing patterns. They would not need to try
them all in order to generalize using X. This also saved us some time.

 00:18:30 I really wish I had asked the students to speak up. There are several moments
throughout the lesson that it would have been beneficial to hear what the students were
saying. There are some comments that I understand after looking back at the lesson, but
it would have helped to hear it from the students.

 00:20:42 I wish I would have let the students have more control here. I was very much guiding
the lesson. I was leading to the correct answers. These students are very good at
explaining themselves and should have been allowed to do so with this problem.

 00:22:44 I don't think that this was the best response I could have given this student. I should
have praised her more for finding another method and added it to our other information,
rather than possibly making her feel like her method was too lengthy. If we had written
it on the overhead with the others, she might have seen for herself that it was not
necessary to write a lot.

 00:22:53 This students is great at making connections! She sees a lot of things that I sometimes
don't see! She has a way about doing things that justify a method in her own mind.

 00:23:14 This was great that Michaela understood what Leah was saying! It was nice that she
could explain and justify what Leah was describing!

 00:23:55 I think that we could have talked a little more about that theorem. It was true the way
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the question was stated, only one of the methods would "fit into" the blanks. The other
two methods support the first, and we could have discussed that a bit further. I want the
students to understand that there is not only one way to solve a problem. They should
value each different point of view.

 00:24:31 This problem had some extra information on the picture that wasn't necessary to solve
the problem. I wanted the students to know that some of that information wouldn't be
there for every problem. They can use the third method if they wanted, but it would take
more time to draw the extra lines.

 00:27:55 Again, I wish that I would have let the students explain to me what pattern we were
looking for. I lead them way too much!

 00:28:23 Leah could have explained this herself. She sort of explained it already, but it would
have been better if she had summed it up for the class.

 00:29:41 Eighth grade geometry, and they still forget the basic words!

 00:34:42 I asked Leah to go up to the overhead and write down what she did, and then I
explained it! What was I thinking?! Her explanation would have been much better than
mine, I'm sure. The students don't want to keep hearing my voice! They would have
listened more intently to a fellow classmate!

 00:35:25 As I was walking around and observing, I should have been looking for different things
the students were doing. It always helps to see a different point of view. I usually don't
let it go without getting another method, but we were running out of time.

 00:35:40 I was referring to the problem, not the method of solving the problem!

 00:38:30 I think I lead this student too much! She could have explained this effectively on her
own, without me interrupting!

 00:41:14 Again, Leah can sometimes think of things that I can't! I had to have her explain it to
me again so I could think about it!

 00:45:10 After looking back at this lesson, it could have been so much better. I am really glad I
had this experience. It was very beneficial to me and my teaching strategies. I think that
we, as teachers, are harder on ourselves. Thanks for this opportunity to learn from
myself!
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